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[57] ABSTRACT 

A support and light source structure providing internal 
illumination to a cavity within a candle for diffused pas 
sage of light through candle wax. It is a candle mount 
ing base that in addition to having a light source can in 
clude moveable colored glass or plastic for varied color 
illumination of the candle. Some bases also include a 
speaker and cassette‘tape player along with an internal 
rechargeable power pack and some have a power line 
to a standard electric plug. 

10 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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CANDLE INTERNAL ILLUMINATOR AND MOUNT 
BASE 

This invention relates in general to candles and can 
dle bases, and in particular, to candle mounting bases 
for internally illuminated candles with light source 
structure of the bases illuminating a cavity within wax 
of individual candles capable of being burned from the 
top in a conventional manner. 
This application‘ is directed to novel subject matter 

having some relation and some degree of commonality 
to the subject matter of another application entitled 
“INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED CANDLE" having a_ 
common ?ling date with this case and with common ap 
plicant. Candles with internal illumination whether 
being burned at the top at the same time or not in com 
bination are enhanced with a great variety of bases use 
able in many con?gurations. These are quite useful in 
candle base center pieces that are unusual in the range 
of options available. Candle mounting bases not only 
support light source structure for candles with cavities 
supported thereon but may be bases with self contained 
batteries, rechargeable power packs, or electric cords 
to external power sources. The candle mounting bases 
may be of substantial size including variable colored 
glass moveable to vary the color of internal candle illu 
mination. These may assume a number of forms such 
as rotatable sleeve about a light supported above the 
base within a candle body, a disc with different color 
windows moveable either manually or motor driven to 
vary color of light projected to a candle interior and 
diffused from within for achieving the desired esthetic 
candle glow from within. Some bases include a music 
box or a tape recorder that may be used to play music 
along with the candle internal illumination operational 
function of the bases. 

It is therefore, a principal object of this invention to 
provide a base providing light source internal illumina 
tion for internally illuminated candles supported on the 
base. 
Another object is to provide color variation adjust 

ment for the candle internal illumination light. 
A further object is to provide such color variation ad 

justment with a rotating structure changing colors of 
the candle continuously during each rotation. 

Still another object is to provide music emanating 
from such candle bases in conjunction with internal il 
lumination of candles supported by the bases. 
Features of the invention useful in accomplishing the 

above objects include, in a candle internal illuminator 
and mount base, light source structure providing inter 
nal illumination to a cavity within a candle placed on 
a base with the light source structure. Some of these 
bases also include moveable varicolored transparent 
material positionable in the path of light from the light 
source structure to color vary internal light diffused 
through candle wax. Further, many bases also include 
speaker and recorder media type player systems along 
with a power supply system that may be self contained 
or have external connection to power lines. Some units 
use the drive motor of a player system in the base to 
also drive a rotable structure of varicolored transparent 
material to color vary internal light transmitted to can 
dles placed on the bases. 
Speci?c embodiments representing what are pres 

ently regarded as the best modes of carrying out the in 
vention are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 
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In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 represents a cut away and sectioned side ele 

vation view such as taken along line 1--1 of FIG. 2 as 
if FIG. 2 were a whole view instead of a partially bro 
ken away and sectioned view; 

FIG. 2, a top partially broken away and sectioned 
view as projected along line 2-2 of FIG. 1 for the can 
dle and color disc portion of the base; 

FIG. 3, a partially cut away and sectioned side eleva 
tion view ofa base and a candle supported thereon with 
the base having a light bulb pedestal mounting a rotat 
ing transparent varicolored sheath about the light bulb 
within an internally illuminated hollow wax body 
mounting a burning candle section at the top; 

FIG. 4, a partially cut away and sectioned side eleva 
tion view of a base and candle supported thereon with 
the base having an internal light source bulb, a rotating 
color wheel disc, and a tape player with speaker; and, 

FIG. 5, a partially cut away and sectioned side eleva 
tion view of a base and candle supported thereon with 
the base having a light bulb pedestal projecting up into 
the interior ofa candle mounted on the base, and a tape 
player with a speaker contained within the base. 

Referring to the drawing: 
The candle mount base 10, for mounting a candle 11 

having an internal cavity 12 and a burnable wick 13 at 
the top, is shown to have an internal light source bulb 
14 within a reflector 15 for beaming upward into the 
candle cavity 12. A transparent varicolored disc 16 is 
rotatably mounted for rotation about the center of ro 
tation shaft 17 to bring different colored windows 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 into the path of light beamed up 
ward from light bulb 14 and re?ector 15. This may be 
accomplished either manually with the edge 24 of disc 
16 protruding from the side 25 through base slot 26 or 
by rotation drive of motor 27 when switched on as de 
sired. The same internal rechargeable battery pack 28 
may be employed to power both the light bulb 14 
through power line 29 and motor 27 through a power 

. line through a control switch provided therefor. The 
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base 10 of FIG. 1 is shown in FIG. 2 to also be equipped 
with a tape cassette 30 player 31 controlled by control 
buttons or keys 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37 and including 
speaker 38 to one side of candle 11. One or more of the 
keys 32-37 may be used for turning on light 14 and 
motor 27 if desired and a cord with a plug (not shown) 
may be used for an external power supply when de 
sired. 
Referring now to the embodiment of FIG. 3 base 40 

is shown to have a vertically extended pedestal 41 
mounting a light bulb 42 within cavity 43 of candle 
structure 44. While not shown base 40 could include a 
speaker and recorder media type player system along 
with an internal power supply such as shown with the 
embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 2 or other type as may be 
desired. A frame extension 45 from pedestal 41 has a 
top pivot point 46 for free easy rotational pivot mount 
ing 47 of a sheath 48 and vane section 49 assembly. 
Sheath 48 is a rotatable cylinder of transparent varicol 
ored material that is driven in rotation by heated air ris 
ing from around the lighted bulb 42 through the vane 
section 48 during internal illumination operation of the 
base 40 and candle structure 44. Since air flow is im 
portant for such operation an air passageway 50 is pro 
vided in base 40 and air vent holes 51 are provided in 
holder 52 for upper burnable wax portion 53 with wick 
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54. This iswith the holder 52 supported on the top of 
wax body 55 in the candle structure 44. 

in the base’ 60 embodiment of FIG. 4 a light bulb 61, 
mirror 62 and speaker 63, of tape player 64 are all con 
tained within a base opening 65 generally in vertical 
alignment with the cavity 43 of wax body 55 in candle 
structure 44 such as shown with the embodiment of 
FlG.'3. With the arrangement of FIG. 4 sound emanat 
ingfrom speaker 63 along with light from bulb 61 and 
re?ected by mirror 62, that is mounted on bulb pedes 
tal 66, is passed upward into cavity 43 with sound issu 
ingthrough air vent openings 51 in holder 52 (referring 
again to FIG. 3 for this detail). A pivot mount extension 
67 extends from bulb pedestal 66 to pivotally rotation 
ally mount transparent multicolored plastic or glass 
vane assembly 68. Here again an air passageway 50' is 
provided in base 60 along with the air vent openings 51 
in holder 52 for air ?ow with rising heated air around 
bulb 61 and mirror 62 driving vane assembly 68 for 
continually color varying internal illumination of can 
dle structure 44 and glow through the wax body 55. 
With the base 70 embodiment of FIG. 5 a pedestal 71 

extends upward to support light source light bulb 72 
within cavity 43 of wax body 55 of a candle structure 
44 such as used with the embodiments of FIGS. 3 and 
4. Pedestal 71 is supported on a open grill or cross rod 
structure 73 at the top of base top opening 74 in order 
that music from speaker 75, contained within base 
opening 76 along with tape player 77, be passed up 
ward through the cavity 43 and out through air vent 
openings 51 in holder 52 (shown in FIG. 3). 
Whereas this invention is herein illustrated and de 

scribed with respect to a plurality of embodiments 
thereof, it should be realized that various changes may 
be made without departing from the essential contribu 
tions to the art made by the teachings hereof. 

1 claim: 
1. ln a mount base and internally illuminated candle 

structure: an internally illuminated candle structure 
having an internal cavity and an upper burnable wax 
portion with burnable wicking imbedded therein‘ and 
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4 
extended from the top; a mount base including light 
source means positioned for illuminating the internal 
cavity of said candle structure with the candle structure 
in place on said mount base; and power supply means 
connected for powering said light source means. 

2. The internally illuminated candle mount base of 
claim 1, wherein moveable varicolored transparent 
structural material is positionable in the path of light 
from said light source means. 

3. The candle mount base of claim 2, wherein a tape 
player and speaker means are enclosed within said 
base. 

4. The candle mount base of claim 2, wherein said 
light source means includes alight bulb within the base; 
and said moveable varicolored transparent structural 
material is in a disc rotatably mounted in said base with 
varicolored portions of the transparent structural mate 
rial rotatable into the path of light from said light bulb 
to the interior of a candle placed on said base. 

5. The candle mount base of claim 4, wherein the 
said disc has an exposed portion to the exterior of said 
base for manual setting of the disc to desired candle in 
ternal illumination coloring. ' 

6. The candle mount base of claim 4, wherein motor 
drive means is mounted in said base and drive con 
nected to said disc for driving said disc in rotation in 
varying the internal illumination coloring of the candle. 

7. The candle mount base of claim 1, wherein re 
corder media player means and speaker means are en 
closed within said base. 

8. The candle mount base of claim 7, including air 
passage means'in said base permitting air flow by said 
light source means. ' 

9. The candle mount base of claim 7, with said 
speaker positioned to direct sound upward to and 
through the internal cavity of said candle structure. 

10. The mount base and internally illuminated candle 
structure of claim 9, with air hole means provided from 
the internal cavity of said candle structure to the exte 
rior adjacent said upper burnable wax portion. 

* * * * * 


